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bezzlement? The enforcing section of the statute provides that the defaulting taxpayer's "... shall, in addition to all other penalties, pay a penalty of six per cent of the amount of the tax collected during the period reported." Therefore, the fact that the statute in and of itself provides a penalty does not preclude the further criminal action. The real question, then, is: is the retailer under the statute an agent of the state or is he, as any taxpayer, a mere debtor of the state?

The act calls itself a consumers tax and insures that the consumer shall pay it by providing a penalty against the retailer's absorbing it; the tax is to be collected of the purchaser by the dealer. The act provides, moreover, that the tax so collected shall be kept separate and apart from the proceeds of sale. Such elements in the act as mentioned show an intent on the part of the legislature to constitute the consumer the taxpayer, the retailer a mere agent for collection of the funds of the state. But the act defines "taxpayer" as retailer, and states that the "taxes levied hereunder shall be a personal obligation of the taxpayer." One might infer from the legislature's designation of the retailer as taxpayer an intent to treat him as such. One must not overlook, however, the fact that no matter what the retailer is called in the act, by the substance thereof, the consumer pays the tax and the retailer is only a collector of it. Therefore, should the case of a retailer's misappropriation of the sales tax arise in West Virginia, the court, using the technique of the Illinois and Wisconsin courts might well convict the retailer of embezzlement.

F. W. L.

Insurance — Receipt on Back of Check Not Binding Unless Supported by Consideration. — A insured B, providing for $10 weekly payments in case of disability. A's liability was limited
to six weeks in case of "chronic or recurring disease". B was disabled for twenty-six weeks by pneumonia. A gave B a check for $60, denying further liability. On the back of the check was a full release of A from further liability under the policy. B indorsed and cashed the check, and now brings action for subsequent disability, claiming the release void. Held, that a release on the back of a check is not binding unless supported by consideration, and that the payment of a prior undisputed claim is not sufficient consideration for such a release. White v. Inter-Ocean Casualty Co.¹

The underlying principle of this case is a familiar one in the law of contracts. A promise to do an act which one is already bound by contract to do is not sufficient consideration to support a return promise, or, here, a release. Neither is the doing of such an act. Where, as in the principal case, there is no dispute as to the insurer's duty to make the payment, then it is not sufficient consideration for the release.² Here there was a dispute, which for purposes of argument may be assumed to be bona fide, as to liability beyond the amount paid. The payment made therefore constituted sufficient consideration for the release of the entire existing claim, since it is treated as a single claim, disputed, on which part payment is made.³ But the liability subsequently accruing must be treated as a separate claim, and since the insurer paid no more than was admittedly due, there was clearly not sufficient consideration for the release of such liability.

If the insurer had contested its liability for the entire claim, reasonably and in good faith, then the payment of any sum would have been sufficient consideration for a complete release, or if in the present case there had been payment of any amount greater than that admittedly due, the release would have been binding.⁴ But the insurer neither did nor promised any act which it was not already under an admitted contractual duty to perform. It is

³ WILLISTON, CONTRACTS § 129.
therefore submitted that as to this point of law the case was correctly decided.⁵

There have been many cases similar to this one, where a check was given, and on the back, just above the place for the indorser's signature, was a printed receipt in full. Such releases have universally been held invalid, unless supported by consideration.⁶ Several similar cases have arisen under insurance policies, and it is interesting to note the distinctions made. Where there is a dispute in good faith, as to the cause of injury, as to its extent, as to the amount of time lost because of it, or as to the insurer's liability under the terms of the policy, the release has been held valid. Where the release is binding, it does not bar recovery for subsequent injuries from different causes, and there is a split of authority as to liability for a subsequent disability or death from the same cause, unforeseeable at the time of the release.⁷

Our court indicates that it regards this method of settlement with extreme disfavor because of the possibility which it affords of coercion of ignorant policy holders. In view of the fact that insurance companies will usually be more than fair in attempting to avoid litigation, it is submitted that this factor should not be given too much consideration.⁸
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